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Introduction
Source To Pay (STP) is the process of strategically planning and managing all the interactions with the 
suppliers that supply goods or services to an organization. 

When looking at the Quote-to-Cash process, the Quoting and Contract Management processes focus on 
closing deals. Apttus Source To Pay (Apttus STP), built on Apttus Buy-Side Contract Management, helps 
buyers and procurement professionals to control their expenditure and supplier commitments on the 
Salesforce1 platform. The Apttus STP application empowers you with greater visibility, control, and 
accountability over the entire lifecycle of procure-to-pay supplier contracts, commitments, interactions, and 
results - all on a single integrated platform. Built on the Salesforce1 platform, Apttus STP helps you 
develop a superior quality supply base and reduce costs and supplier risk.

You can use Apttus STP application in any of the following scenarios:

• Collaborative Supplier Communities, to leverage Salesforce Communities to build deeper 
enagement and collaboration with your suppliers.

• Buy - Side Contract Management, to utilize the most comprehensive contract management solution 
on the market, featuring Microsoft Word integration to author and redline contract documents.

• Supplier Spend Analysis, to offer visibility and transparency on all expenditures, across all 
categories, regions, and any custom dimensions.

• Supplier Onboarding, to identify prospective suppliers and invite them to self-register and participate 
into the suppliers' community.

• Strategic Sourcing, to simplify, automate, and accelerate sourcing processes, including managed 
input directly in Excel.

• Supplier Compliance Management, to track obligations and commitments related to contracts and 
suppliers.

• Supplier Performance Management, to manage supplier scorecards, supplier corrective action 
requests (SCARs), benchmarks against KPIs, and issue and dispute management.

• Financial Supply Chain, to identify savings opportunities from supplier contracts, and forecast 
projected savings and impact to company financial statements, P&L and balance sheet.

• Multi-Device Support, to allow managers to manage supplier relations even in remote locations.
• Advanced Workflows and Approvals, to streamline all supplier-related processes and improve 

responsiveness.

Each of these scenarios require special handling by the Savings or Procurement teams to ensure that the 
supplies are managed accurately. As contracts become more complex and Sales offers more creative 
purchasing options, managing the suppliers can spiral out of control. Fortunately, all of this information 
already exists in your Quote-to-Cash process. It makes sense to manage your suppliers in the same place 
where you can directly access the necessary information to reduce the manual effort required by your 
Procurement team.

This is why Apttus is uniquely suited to handle the Source To Pay process. Only Apttus with its end-to-end 
view of the entire Quote-to-Cash process has all of the information required to resolve the challenges.

Using Apttus Source To Pay provides many benefits. You can.

• Drive collaborative and integrated supplier processes.
• Enable a Global Supplier Suppliers.
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• Simplify Supplier Engagement.
• Improve the bottom line.
• Reduce the supplier risk.
• Increase your market among global suppliers.

Note
The target audience of STP User Guide are the Suppliers. Hence, you in this entire guide refers to 
a supplier. If you are a buyer or an admin, you must refer to STP Administrator Guide.



https://documentation.apttus.com/display/STPAGMAY16/Source+To+Pay+May+2016+Administrator+Guide
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Apttus STP Home page
The Apttus STP Home page is the starting point of various functions in the application. The Home page 
enables you to access the supplier information in a variety of ways; Searching, Reporting, Dashboards, and 
Views. The home page consists of the following components:

Functionality Description

Search This feature enables you to quickly search for various items like Sourcing 
Events, Sourcing Event Type, Agreements, Accounts, Contacts, Dashboards, 
and more. You can further search within the results for specific objects using 
the Advanced Search feature. A search bar is available at the top of every 
window within the application, backed by easy-to-use search elements.

Create New This button is located on the left-hand side of the home page. This button 
provides an easy way to initiate new items like Event, Task, Account, Sourcing 
Event, Sourcing Event Type, Report and more.

Tabs These are individual tabs that provide you a broader view of specific items like 
Sourcing Events, SRM Setup Console, Sourcing Event Type, and more.

Dashboard Dashboards give you a real-time snapshot of corporate metrics and key 
performance indicators. A dashboard is a group of different charts

Recent Items The items you have visited recently.

My Tasks A quick summary of tasks that are assigned to you.
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To navigate to Apttus STP home page
1. Log in to your Salesforce org using Salesforce provided credentials.

2. From the Force.com dropdown menu, click  and select Apttus Supplier Relationship Manager.

http://force.com/
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Apttus STP Lifecycle
The following stages comprise the Apttus Source To Pay Lifecycle.

• Analyze
• Engage
• Source
• Contract
• Savings
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Managing Supplier Registration
Supplier Registration is a process to register suppliers in the system. The prospective suppliers can 
register themselves as a candidate to the buyer company in two ways.

• Supplier Self-Registration
You can register yourself using the link provided in the email or on your client's website.

• Prospective Supplier Request
A supplier or internal member of your buyer will do the registration for you. Contact your buyer for 
sending him a prospective supplier request. 

You, as a supplier, can click on the link provided by your buyer and register as a supplier in the buyer's 
system. 

Supplier Self-Registration
A Supplier Self-Registration is a type of supplier registration where a supplier registers himself on the 
company's website by himself. Supplier Self-Registration is majorly used by the suppliers to register 
themselves with the buyers. These registrations are then evaluated and approved by Stakeholders. The 
approved suppliers are provided login access to the supplier portal. After you get your login access, your 
compliance is checked using the compliance surveys. 
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Use Case
Edward Jones is a representative of a company called Speaker World. You want to self-register for 
Amttus Mobile Solutions. You are a supplier of microphones.
Edward Jones visits the website of Amttus and clicks on the self-registration link. He responds to 
the surveys provided by the buyer. Follow the steps as mentioned in the below section.
 
General Information

Field Name Values

Company Name Speaker World

Contact Name Edward Jones

Tax ID 12-122345

Phone Number 789-987-8833

Fax Number 789-987-8833

Email ejones@speakerworld.com

Website speakerworld.com

Address 1 404, Margaret Thacker Lane, 
South

Address 2

Country USA

State California

City San Mateo

Zip Code 35964

Product and Service Location

Industry Engineering

Commodity Speakers

Region West

Comments Reference: Global Speakers

Microphone Survey



mailto:ejones@speakerworld.com
http://speakerworld.com
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To self-register a supplier

1. Click the link on your buyer's website or in the email that you have received. 
2. On the General Information tab, complete the following fields. 

Field Name Description

Company Name Enter Name of your company. This field is mandatory.

Contact Name Enter the Name of the contact person. This field is mandatory.

Tax ID Enter the Tax ID of your company.

Phone Number Enter the Phone Number of your company. This field is mandatory.

Fax Number Enter the Fax Number of your company.

Email Enter the Email Address of your company. This field is mandatory.

Website Enter the Web Address of your company.

Address 1 Enter the Address of your company.

Address 2 Enter the Address of your company.

Country Select the Country.

State Select the State.

Questions Responses

Wireless Microphones? Yes

For what all activities is your microphone suitable? Speech
Singing
Vocal

Select the polar pattern of your microphone. Supercardoid

What is warranty period of your product in months? 24

What is cost (in $) of 1 unit of your product? 200

What is cost (in $) of 100 units of your product? 1,50,000

Are you willing to provide 1 day delivery? Yes

What is cost of 1-day delivery in $? 1500
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Field Name Description

City Select the City.

Zip Code Enter your Zip Code.

Product and Service Location

Industry Select the Industry of your company.

Commodity Select the Commodity of your company.

Region Select the Region of your company.

Comments Enter Comments, if any.

3. Click Upload to attach a document. 

4. Select the file that you want to attach, and click Open.

5. To delete an existing file, click the  icon. 

6. Click Next and respond to all the surveys visible on the tabs. If you do not respond to all surveys that 
are assigned to you, an error message is displayed: You must fill up all the surveys first.

7. Provide the information on all tabs and then click Submit. 

Note
For the Attachments in Apttus STP, you can upload any file. We allow files of the following 
extension types: (.PDF), (.RTF), (.RTX), (.TXT), (.JPG), (.JPEG), (.PNG), (.GIF), (.TIF), (.BMP), 
(.DOC), (.DOCX), (.DOCM), (.PPT), (.PPTX), (.PPTM), (.PPS), (.PPSX), (.XLS), (.XLSX), 
(.XLSM), (.ZIP), (.MP3), (.M4A), (.OGG), (.WAV), (.MP4), (.M4V), (.MOV), (.OGV), (.3GP), (.
3G2). The application might become slow if you upload a file higher than 25 MB.



You can access the existing attachments if your buyer has uploaded any. You can not delete 
the attachments uploaded by your buyer. You can delete the attachments uploaded by you 
only. 
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Managing Surveys
Surveys are in a form of a questionnaire which will help the buyer to receive information. You, as a supplier, 
will fill the surveys at the time of onboarding and when a buyer will assign you a survey. You must fill the 
surveys within the mentioned deadline. 

Now, you can preview the steps of your surveys using the Preview Sidebar. You can use the Preview 
Sidebar to:

• Preview a future step in the Wizard.
• Track overall completion progress.
• Return to a previous step in the Wizard to complete responses or correct a mistake.
• View a full preview of all completed responses.
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Use Case
Edward Jones is a microphone supplier and he fills up the survey.
<image>
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To fill up a survey
1. Click on the link that you have received in your email. You will be redirected to the Survey page.
2. Respond to the questions by selecting the appropriate responses. 

3. The runtime wizard displays the Preview Sidebar in collapsed view. Click on the Preview Sidebar to 
expand it. Click the  icon to collapse the Preview Sidebar. 

4. Click on any sidebar step to preview it. You will see one of two possible views: 

• If you are running a linear, step-by-step Wizard with no conditionally-shown steps, you will be 
able to see and navigate to any step in the Wizard.

• If the Wizard you are running contains any conditional steps, you will only see the current step 
and the "Preview" step. The preview sidebar will display additional steps as you complete the 
current step and conditions are satisfied to include the other steps in the Wizard.

Note
Partially completed questions are saved automatically. When the user partially completes a 
survey, closes it, and re-opens the survey, they will be redirected to the last page that they 
had completed with all of the previously completed questions populated.
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5. Some Wizard steps may include the option to add comments and/or attachments in addition to 
providing traditional responses. You can add comments in the text area provided (500 character 
limit), and/or click Attach Files to attach files to the Wizard step. When you use the Wizard to create 
a record, the attached files are added to the Notes & Attachments Related List of the new record 
along with the recorded comments. To add an attachment:

a. Click the Attachment(s) link below the Comments box. The Manage Attachments window is 
displayed.

 
b. Click Add Files. Browse for a file on your machine and add it as an attachment. The 

attachment uploads to the Wizard and displays in the Manage Attachments window.
c. Repeat the previous step for each attachment you want to add. Close the window when you 

are finished adding attachments.
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6. Click Save to save the survey.
-or-
Click Submit to the Buyer to submit the survey to your buyer.  
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Managing Strategic Sourcing
Strategic Sourcing is a process of selecting the most appropriate source of supply (suppliers) for a set of 
products or services. The Buyer's objective is to buy the requested product or services at the most 
appropriate cost for value. The Supplier's objective is to provide the most competitive quotes for the 
products requested by the Buyer and win the Sourcing Event.

The diagram below depicts the phases of a Sourcing Event consisting of all the phases.

However, the phases pertaining to the Supplier are as follows.

• Invitation - Supplier responds to the Sourcing Event Invitation.
• RFI -  Supplier creates an RFI response as requested by the buyer.
• RFQ -  Shortlisted Supplier creates an RFQ response as requested by the buyer.
• Award - Suppliers who have won the sourcing event can view the details of the awarded deal.

The Supplier must do following tasks.

• The Supplier must Accept or Decline the invitation to a sourcing event.
• The Supplier must respond to RFI as requested by the buyer.
• The Supplier must respond to RFQ as requested by the buyer.
• The Supplier who won the sourcing event can view details of the award winning deal and can 

connect to the buyer for the same.

Once the buyer publishes a sourcing event, and if you are invited to the event, you can view that sourcing 
event on your supplier portal. If you do not have an access to the Supplier portal, please contact your 
buyer. Your buyer may require you to sign the NDA before you enter the sourcing event. You can enter the 
sourcing event, if you Accept the NDA. You can then Accept or Decline the Invitation to Sourcing Event. 
Once you accept the invitation, you will be notified about the details of the sourcing event via an email. You 
will be notified every time the buyer start or ends a phase. You can respond to the RFI, once the buyer 
starts the RFI phase. You can change the responses, even if you have submitted your responses to the 
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buyer, before the RFI Deadline. The buyer shortlists the suppliers after RFI Deadline. If you are one of the 
shortlisted suppliers, you have to respond to RFQ. The buyer will shortlist the suppliers on basis of the 
responses received. Only the winning suppliers can view details of the sourcing event won. If you lost the 
deal, the Award tab will remain grayed.

The table shows the detailed information about the Event, Phase and the related Status.

Event 
Status

Event Phase Phase Status Phase Status 
on Supplier 
Portal

Description 
(Actions by 
Buyer)

Inactive New Not Started The buyer creates 
the Sourcing Event.

Active Preparation In Progress The buyer clicks 
Activate Event.

Active Preparation Completed The buyer clicks 
Complete 
Preparation.

Active Invitation Pending Acceptance New The buyer clicks 
Publish Event.

Active Invitation Completed Accepted / 
Declined

The buyer clicks 
Complete 
Invitation.

Active RFI In Progress New The buyer clicks 
Start RFI.

Active RFI Completed Submitted The buyer clicks 
Complete RFI.

Active RFQ In Progress New The buyer clicks 
Start RFQ.

Active RFQ Completed Submitted The buyer clicks 
Complete RFQ.

Active Evaluation In Progress The buyer clicks 
Start Survey.

Active Evaluation Completed The buyer clicks 
Complete 
Evaluation.
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Event 
Status

Event Phase Phase Status Phase Status 
on Supplier 
Portal

Description 
(Actions by 
Buyer)

Active Award In Progress The buyer clicks 
Start Awarding.

Active Award Completed Won / Lost The buyer clicks 
Award Completed.

Close Award Completed The buyer click 
Close Event.

On Hold respective phase In Progress / Completed The buyer clicks 
Hold Event.

Sourcing Events
The initiator of the Sourcing event (buyer) selects the best suppliers by comparing and scoring the 
responses. Sourcing events are cadenced with phases and milestones to provide predictability and 
transparency to participants.

The buyer can set a Terms & Conditions page to mention all the terms and conditions he wants you to 
accept. These terms and conditions are more on a global basis, as in set at the company level. You must 
accept the terms and conditions to proceed as a participant in any of the sourcing events. You, as a 
supplier, can participate in the sourcing event by accepting the invitation. If you decline the invitation, you 
cannot participate in the sourcing event. You will receive a notification via an email about the details of 
a sourcing event. However, you can accept or decline an event only after your buyer publishes the event. 
NDA is optional. If your buyer has opted for you to sign an NDA before you enter the sourcing event, you 
must read the terms and conditions and Accept NDA. The NDA is at the event level. Terms and Conditions 
are at the company level. 

In our example, Kid Roger is invited to the Disinfecting Wipes Sourcing Event and he would like to 
participate in the event. 

To accept terms and conditions

1. After you login to the Supplier Community portal setup by your buyer, you will see a page as shown 
in the image below. 
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2. Select the I have read this Agreement and agreed to the terms and conditions check box after you 

have read all terms and conditions set by the buyer. 
3. Click Continue. You will be redirected to the home page of Supplier Community. 

To accept or decline a sourcing event

1. Click the Sourcing Events tab. All the events you are invited to are displayed here. 
2. Click View for the sourcing event that you want to open. 
3. If your supplier has opted for NDA Required option, you will see Non-Disclosure Agreement screen. 
4. To download the Agreement, click Here. Review all the terms and conditions mentioned in the 

agreement.

5. If you agree to all the terms and conditions set by the buyer, click Accept.
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6. Click Accept to accept the invitation to sourcing event. In order to decline the invitation to the 

sourcing event, click Reject. 

7. Click Back to Event List.

Managing RFI Responses
Request for Information (RFI) is a questionnaire prepared by the buyer to ask the questions to the 
suppliers.
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A request for information (RFI) is a proposal requested from a potential seller or a service provider to 
determine what products and services are potentially available in the marketplace to meet a buyer's needs 
and to know the capability of a seller in terms of offerings and strengths of the seller. RFIs are commonly 
used on major procurements, where a requirement could potentially be met through several alternate 
means. An RFI, however, is not an invitation to bid, is not binding on either the buyer or sellers, and may or 
may not lead to an RFQ. The RFI can be closed and reopened as well. The Supplier enters the details and 
sends it back to the Buyer. The Buyer then scores the Suppliers on the basis of RFI responses received. 

The principal benefit of using an RFI is that you can provide potential information as required by the buyer 
which may lead to winning the deal.

You can create, edit, and download the RFI repsonses from the RFI tab on supplier portal. You receive a 
notification via an email when the buyer starts the RFI phase. You can then create appropriate responses 
and submit it to the buyer. You can edit your response even if you have submitted your response to the 
buyer. You must submit your final RFI Response before the RFI deadline ends. Your RFI responses will be 
scored and shortlisted, if eligible.  

If you are Non-Portal Supplier, refer to Managing RFI Responses for Non-Portal Suppliers.

In our example, Sam seeks for information from Rex and Kid. So, he sends them an RFI. Rex and Kid 
respond to RFI. On the basis of RFI, Sam shortlists the eligible suppliers and asks for a quotation from 
them.

 

To respond to RFI

1. Click the Sourcing Events tab.
2. Select the appropriate sourcing event and click View. 

3. Click the RFI tab.
4. Click View RFI.
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5. To download the RFI, click Download.

6. To respond to RFI, click Create Response.

Note
A file with an extension .xls will start downloading. To view the downloaded file, click on 
RFI.xls .
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7. Select the appropriate responses.
8. To upload an attachment, click Upload.

 

9. Click Choose File and select the appropriate file.
10. Enter the File Description.
11. Select the appropriate permission from the Permissions picklist menu.

 

Permission Description

Public To make the attachment available to all the Suppliers.

Private To make the attachment available to only the Buyer.

Selective Public To make the attachment available to the selected Supplier(s).

Note: At least one supplier must be selected for this option.

12. Click Attach.

Note
For the Attachments in Apttus STP, you can upload any file. We allow files of the following 
extension types: (.PDF), (.RTF), (.RTX), (.TXT), (.JPG), (.JPEG), (.PNG), (.GIF), (.TIF), (.BMP), 
(.DOC), (.DOCX), (.DOCM), (.PPT), (.PPTX), (.PPTM), (.PPS), (.PPSX), (.XLS), (.XLSX), 
(.XLSM), (.ZIP), (.MP3), (.M4A), (.OGG), (.WAV), (.MP4), (.M4V), (.MOV), (.OGV), (.3GP), (.
3G2). The application might become slow if you upload a file higher than 25 MB.
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13. To edit an attachment, click Edit.
14. To delete an attachment, click Delete.
15. Click Save.

16. To submit your responses to the buyer, click Submit Response. 
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17. Click the Back to Sourcing Event link.

Note
Once you submit your response to the buyer, View RFI and View Response links are visible 
on the Sourcing Event Detail page. You can edit the responses before the RFI deadline. To 
edit the responses, Click Edit. To download the responses, click Download. Ensure that you 
click Submit Response after you have edited the response.
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Managing RFI Responses for Non-Portal Suppliers

Non-Portal Suppliers receive an email notification about the RFI Survey to the sourcing event. When you 
click Link, you will be redirected to the welcome page of RFI Survey. After you respond to the questions 
and respond to the RFI Survey, you will be redirected to Thank you page.

To respond to RFI

1. Click on the Link in the email you have received. 

 

You are directed to the Welcome page of RFI Survey.
2. Click View Survey.
3. Enter your responses for the questions.
4. To upload an attachment, click Upload.
5. Click Choose File and select the file that you want to upload. 
6. Enter the File Name.
7. Click Attach.
8. After you have entered all the responses, click Submit. You will be redirected to Thank you page.

Note
You can respond to the RFI only once. Once you click Submit, you will not able to edit or 
resend the responses to RFI Survey. If you try to click the link in your email after you have 
responded to RFI Survey, you will be redirected to Thank you page.
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Managing RFQ Responses
Request for Quotation (RFQ) is for collecting the pricing quotes from the suppliers for the products or 
services that the buyer needs to procure.

A request for quotation (RFQ) is used when discussions with suppliers are not required (mainly when the 
specifications of a product or service are already known) and when price is the main or only factor in 
selecting the successful supplier. In this scenario, the shortlisted suppliers are selected and requested to 
respond to RFQ. RFQ can be closed and reopened as well. The buyer then scores the Suppliers on the 
basis of RFQ responses received. You can also add comments in the price modifiers. 

The principal benefit of using an RFQ is that you can provide the most competitive quotation and win the 
deal.

You can respond to RFQ only if your supplier has shortlisted your RFI. You can create, edit, and download 
the RFQ responses from the RFQ tab on supplier portal. You will receive a notification via an email the 
buyer starts RFQ phase. You can then create appropriate response and submit it to the buyer. You can 
edit your response even if you have submitted your response to the buyer. You must submit your final 
response before the RFQ deadline ends. Your RFQ responses will be scored and shortlisted, if eligible. 

In our example, Rex and Kid are shortlisted and have to respond to RFQ. On the basis of the quotations 
sent, Sam will shortlist the suppliers for award phase. 

To respond to RFQ

1. Click the Sourcing Events tab.
2. Select the appropriate sourcing event and click View. 

3. Click the RFQ tab.
4. Click View RFQ. 
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5. To download the RFQ, click Download.

6. To respond to the RFQ, click Create Response.

7. Enter the appropriate responses.
8. Select the Group Name check box and click Refresh to view the Total.
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9. Select the price modifiers that are applicable. You can add comments in the Comment text box. 
10. To upload an attachment, click Upload.

 

11. Click Choose File and select the appropriate file.
12. Enter the File Description.
13. Select the appropriate permission from the Permissions picklist menu.

 

Permission Description

Public To make the attachment available to all the Suppliers.

Private To make the attachment available to only the Buyer.

Selective Public To make the attachment available to the selected Supplier(s).

Note: At least one supplier must be selected for this option.

14. Click Attach.

Note
For the Attachments in Apttus STP, you can upload any file. We allow files of the following 
extension types: (.PDF), (.RTF), (.RTX), (.TXT), (.JPG), (.JPEG), (.PNG), (.GIF), (.TIF), (.BMP), 
(.DOC), (.DOCX), (.DOCM), (.PPT), (.PPTX), (.PPTM), (.PPS), (.PPSX), (.XLS), (.XLSX), 
(.XLSM), (.ZIP), (.MP3), (.M4A), (.OGG), (.WAV), (.MP4), (.M4V), (.MOV), (.OGV), (.3GP), (.
3G2). The application might become slow if you upload a file higher than 25 MB.
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15. Click Save.
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16. To edit an attachment, click Edit.
17. To delete an attachment, click Delete.
18. Click Submit Response. 
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19. Click the Back to Sourcing Event link.
 

Note
Once you submit your response to the buyer, View RFQ and View Response links are visible on 
the Sourcing Event Detail page. You can edit the responses before the RFQ deadline. Ensure that 
you click Submit Response after you have edited the response.
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Managing RFQ Responses for Non-Portal Suppliers

Non-Portal Suppliers receive an email notification about responding to the RFQ of a sourcing event. When 
you click Link, you will be redirected to the welcome page of RFQ. After you respond to the questions and 
submit your responses, you will be redirected to Thank you page.

To respond to RFQ

 

1. Click on the Link in the email you have received. You are directed to the Welcome page of RFQ.
2. Click View Survey.
3. Enter the price and price modifiers.
4. To upload an attachment, click Upload.
5. Click Choose File and select the file that you want to upload. 
6. Enter the File Name.
7. Click Attach.
8. After you have entered all the responses, click Submit. You will be redirected to Thank you page.

Viewing Awards
Award is selecting the winner of a sourcing event. Considering the evaluation, the supplier who has the 
best weighted score is selected and awarded with the deal. It is possible that more than one award winner 
exists. 

You will receive a notification whether you have won or lost the sourcing event. The Award tab is visible to 
the suppliers who have won the sourcing event. You can access the details of your sourcing event that you 
have won from the Award tab on supplier portal. You can also view the details like Product Group, Sub-
Group, Items, Price Modifiers by clicking the View More button on Award tab. If you have lost the sourcing 
event, the Award tab will be grayed. 

In our example, Rex Klenney of Roxop Cleaners is the winner of the Disinfecting Wipes sourcing event. 
Hence, he can view the details of the award from Award tab.

Note
You can respond to the RFQ only once. Once you click Submit, you will not able to edit or 
resend the responses of RFQ. If you try to click the link in your email after you have 
responded to RFQ, you will be redirected to Thank you page.
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To view awards

1. Click the Sourcing Events (Portal) tab.
2. Select the appropriate sourcing event and click View.

3. Click the Award tab and you can view the details of your Award winning deal.

4. To view more details like product group, sub-group, items, and price-modifiers of your awarded deal, 
click View More.
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5. To go back to the Sourcing Event page, click the Back to Sourcing Event link.

Managing Messages
Messages are the form of communication used by buyers and suppliers to exchange any information or 
files.
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The buyer and supplier will get a notification if they have received any messages. The buyer and supplier 
can send and receive messages.

To receive a message

1. Click the Sourcing Events tab.
2. Select the appropriate sourcing event.
3. Click Messages tab.
4. Select the appropriate message.
5. Click Reply.
6. Enter the appropriate message in the message body and click Send.

To send a message

1. Click the Sourcing Events tab.
2. Select the appropriate sourcing event.
3. Click the Messages tab.
4. Click Create New to create a new message.
5. Type the appropriate Message and click Send.
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FAQs
This section contains frequently asked questions. It also provides the solution to frequently occurring 
errors. This FAQs section is for Suppliers only.

Why can't I click RFI, RFQ, or Award tab?

You can view the sourcing event if the event is published by the buyer and if you're invited to any particular 
event.

Can I edit the response after I've submitted the response?

Yes, you can edit the RFI or RFQ response, even after you've submitted the response. You can edit your 
responses until the RFI or RFQ deadline ends.

How do I know the current status of the sourcing event?

The Event Status, Event Phase, and Phase Status indicate the current state of the sourcing event.

For more information on Event Status, Event Phase, and Phase Status, refer to Managing Strategic 
Sourcing.

How do I self-register myself with the system of my buyer?

Your buyer will provide you a self-registration link. It can be either or on your buyer's website or your buyer 
sends you an email containing the link.

If you still don't get the link, contact your buyer.

Why do I see other surveys in my self-registration form?

The surveys depend on the type of supplier. A general information survey is added to your self-registration 
form by default. The other surveys have been added by your buyer. You must respond to all the mentioned 
surveys, in order to complete your self-registration form. You must submit the form to the buyer to get 
evaluated.

How do I create a prospective supplier request?

You, as a supplier, can not create a prospective supplier request. Instead, try self-registering yourselves 
with the buyer.
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Apttus Copyright Disclaimer
Copyright © 2019 Apttus Corporation (“Apttus”) and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

No part of this document, or any information linked to or referenced herein, may be reproduced, 
distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other 
electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written consent of Apttus. All information contained 
herein is subject to change without notice and is not warranted to be error free.

This document may describe certain features and functionality of software that Apttus makes available for 
use under a license agreement containing restrictions on use and disclosure and are protected by 
intellectual property laws. Except as expressly permitted in your license agreement or allowed by law, you 
may not, in any form, or by any means, use, copy, reproduce, translate, broadcast, modify, license, transmit, 
distribute, exhibit, perform, publish, or display any part of the software. Reverse engineering, disassembly, 
decompilation of, or the creation of derivative work(s) from, the software is strictly prohibited. Additionally, 
this document may contain descriptions of software modules that are optional and for which you may not 
have purchased a license. As a result, your specific software solution and/or implementation may differ 
from those described in this document.

U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS: Apttus software, including any operating system(s), integrated 
software, any programs installed on the hardware, and/or documentation, delivered to U.S. Government 
end users are “commercial computer software” pursuant to the applicable Federal Acquisition Regulation 
and agency-specific supplemental regulations. As such, use, duplication, disclosure, modification, and 
adaptation of the programs, including any operating system, integrated software, any programs installed on 
the hardware, and/or documentation, shall be subject to license terms and license restrictions applicable 
to the programs. No other rights are granted to the U.S. Government.

Neither the software nor the documentation were developed or intended for use in any inherently 
dangerous applications, including applications that may create a risk of personal injury. If you use this 
software or hardware in dangerous applications, then you shall be responsible to take all appropriate fail-
safe, backup, redundancy, and other measures to ensure its safe use. Apttus and its affiliates disclaim any 
liability for any damages caused by use of this software or hardware in dangerous applications.

Apttus and X-Author are registered trademarks of Apttus and/or its affiliates.

The documentation and/or software may provide links to Web sites and access to content, products, and 
services from third parties. Apttus is not responsible for the availability of, or any content provided by third 
parties. You bear all risks associated with the use of such content. If you choose to purchase any products 
or services from a third party, the relationship is directly between you and the third party. Apttus is not 
responsible for: (a) the quality of third-party products or services; or (b) fulfilling any of the terms of the 
agreement with the third party, including delivery of products or services and warranty obligations related 
to purchased products or services. Apttus is not responsible for any loss or damage of any sort that you 
may incur from dealing with any third party.

For additional resources and support, please visit https://community.apttus.com. 
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